
3.)Tough luck for Uncle Chuck

/æ/ and  /ʌʌʌʌ/ 

Sound 1: 
/æ/ is the sound in hat, laugh, and 

plaid.
To make the /æ/ sound:

-make the /ɛɛɛɛ/ sound in get and wet

-open your mouth a bit widely, 

especially your lips, while you say /ɛɛɛɛ/ 

Sound 2:
/ʌʌʌʌ/ is the sound in cup, mother, and 

young.
To make the /ʌʌʌʌ/ sound:

-put your tongue up and back a little
-open your mouth just a tiny bit

1. LISTEN AND PRACTICE:

Listen and repeat as your teacher reads all of the /æ/ words, 
and then all of the /ʌʌʌʌ/ words. Then, read each pair of words 

aloud.

Sound 2

cut

bug

fun

drunk

uncle

Sound 1

cat

bag

fan

drank

ankle



2. QUIZ:

Listen to these sentences. If you hear the first word /æ/, in 

the sentence, type 1 in the chat window. If you hear the 
second word /ʌʌʌʌ/, type 2 in the chat window. After your 

teacher checks your answers, choose 3 sentences and read 
them aloud.

3. ACTIVITY A:

Listen and practice this conversation.

A: Has the phone rung?
B: Yes. It was Uncle Chuck.

A: Is he coming for lunch?
B: No, there's trouble. His car got stuck in the mud.
A: That's tough!

B: Yup, he's had a little bad luck.

1) That's a big (cat / cut).

2) She has a problem with her (ankle / uncle).

3) There was a (bag / bug) on the floor.

4) We complained about the (ban / bun).

5) They (ran / run) 3 miles a day.
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Ham Sandwich                                      Buns (with butHam Sandwich                                      Buns (with butHam Sandwich                                      Buns (with butHam Sandwich                                      Buns (with butter or jam)ter or jam)ter or jam)ter or jam)

Club Sandwich                                      Onion SoupClub Sandwich                                      Onion SoupClub Sandwich                                      Onion SoupClub Sandwich                                      Onion Soup

Bacon, Lettuce, Tomato Sandwich       Apple PieBacon, Lettuce, Tomato Sandwich       Apple PieBacon, Lettuce, Tomato Sandwich       Apple PieBacon, Lettuce, Tomato Sandwich       Apple Pie

Mixed Salad                                          DonutsMixed Salad                                          DonutsMixed Salad                                          DonutsMixed Salad                                          Donuts

Coffee                                                     TeaCoffee                                                     TeaCoffee                                                     TeaCoffee                                                     Tea

LUNCH SpecialLUNCH SpecialLUNCH SpecialLUNCH Special

ACTIVITY B: 1). Listen and repeat what is on the menu.

2). Listen to your teacher read the sentence below. Pay attention
to teacher’s intonation. After she is done,  read the sentence and

try to follow the intonation. Then, take turns with the teacher and
say what you would like form the menu above.

4. SPELLING GUIDE:

Sound 2: 

/ʌʌʌʌ/

Common letters:

u: under, lunch, husband, 
funny, sun

o: wonderful, nothing, son, 

once, color

Other letters:

ou: country, enough, 
trouble, couple young

oo: flood

Special:

oe: does

Sound 1: 

/æ/

Common letters:

a: sat, ran, cap, 
Jack, map

Special:

ai: plaid

I'd like a club sandwich, some onion soup,,

some apple pie and a cup of coffee.
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